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History lives in old survivor 
The feature elm in Bendigo’s civic gardens has cast a grateful shade in the heart of the city for some 120 

years. Although Prime Ministers have campaigned in its midst, the tree’s strongest connection remains with 

everyday people. Merrilee Edwards discusses this arboreal migrant’s historic significance . . .  

The stately Dutch elm tree in Bendigo’s civic 

gardens forms a living bridge across three 

centuries of vast cultural and physical change. 

Few other individual trees within the city’s 

urban landscape evoke such a potent 

connection with the community’s colonial 

past as does this ageing survivor. An arboreal 

migrant, the elm is estimated to be 120 years 

old and believed to be among the city’s 

earliest European street plantings.  Historic 

specimens such as this are increasingly rare as 

a result of Dutch elm disease. Originally, the 

tree grew somewhat inconsequentially in the 

distant shadow of the burgeoning city’s 

renowned Town Hall, silently absorbing the 

public and sometimes private kaleidoscope of 

colonial life which occurred in its midst. As the 

tree sprawled and transformed, so too did 

Bendigo around it.  Culturally, the elm is today 

an integral part of a centrally located, historic 

assemblage which most prominently includes 

the Town Hall. The tree’s roots are anchored 

deep in traditional Dja Dja Wurrung lands, 

while its seasonal transformations now take 

place under the Aboriginal flag which flies 

from above the Town Hall.  This remarkable 

living vestige of another era has an intriguing 

story to share. Yet its local historic significance 

is all but imperceptible to visitors and the 

wider community, and full appreciation is 

limited to those willing to reflect upon the 

elm’s aesthetic appeal and speculate about 

the enigmatic repository of collective and 

Enigmatic: The elm’s location 
and appearance provide clues 
about its past, and the values 
of the colonial people who 
planted it. Picture: author’s 
own. 
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individual memories stored within its 

engaging spirit.  

As the centrepiece of a well-manicured, 

triangular reserve adjoining the east side of 

the Town Hall, the elm is significant for its 

location within the city and for what its 

planting represents. Among Bendigo’s 60,000 

street trees, and 15,000 park and reserve 

trees — including some 3300 elms — this 

particular tree symbolically signifies the fluid 

attitudes of a constantly transforming 

community. The tree’s history is largely 

shrouded in mystery. Exactly when it was 

planted is not known, although the most 

probable date is between 1890 and 1900,1 

just prior to Federation. Similarly, reasons for 

the tree’s planting remain unclear. However, 

the elm’s obvious age, central urban location, 

proximity to the Town Hall, mature size and 

shape, and rich green summer foliage provide 

clues about its past.  An Ulmus x hollandica,2 

from a distance the tree’s canopy appears to 

slightly exceed the Town Hall’s roofline. Its 

branches spread across an estimated 30 

metres, while the trunk’s girth is about 4.5 

metres. Contemporary views of this 

deciduous tree are unimpeded by modern-

day infrastructure such as power lines, and 

the elm’s seasonal cycling regularly provides 

new interest within the civic gardens. 

Revealingly, many public historic photographs 

of the Town Hall are accessible, yet despite 

standing close by, few exist of the elm. The 

tree is recognised by the City of Greater 

Bendigo in its 1993 Eaglehawk and Bendigo 

Heritage Study, and a heritage overlay with 

various controls covers the civic precinct. The 

tree is not listed with the National Trust or on 

Aerial view: In the early 

20th Century, the tree 

stood among a 

collection of public 

buildings on the east 

side of the Town Hall, 

including a   

weighbridge and    

various market       

buildings. Picture: 

c.1934, by 

photographer Charles 

Pratt. Courtesy State 

Library of Victoria 

Historical Picture   

Collection. 
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the Victorian Heritage Register. In the latter 

decades of the 20th Century, six park bench 

seats were placed around the trunk. The 

seating allows people to relax and enjoy the 

unique sense of place created by this 

distinctive, highly individual specimen, and to 

wonder about the tree’s provenance, history 

and age. Despite being planted during 

another place in time, the tree today remains 

a complex, functioning living organism, its 

existence inherently linked with the Bendigo 

community of more than 100 years ago, as 

well as now. 

In the decades straddling Federation in 1901, 

the Town Hall was a civic focal point and 

favoured gathering place from which the full 

spectrum of community attitudes was 

revealed in obvious and subtle ways. 

Bendigo’s population then principally 

comprised citizens who had ancestral links to 

England, Ireland, Scotland or Wales; their 

collective identity included allegiance to the 

British Empire, as well as growing pride in 

their swift colonial progress.3 By the 1870s, 

the fervour of the 1850’s gold rush had 

crystallised identities in other ways. Notions 

of a ‘white Australia’ had emerged, 

disenfranchising and marginalising Aboriginal 

people and the region’s Chinese migrants.4 

Others, however, built vast individual fortunes 

on gold and a class of ambitious, affluent and 

elite colonists originally from “the margins of 

the British middle class’’5 arose. Among them 

was George Lansell, a prominent Bendigo gold 

mining magnate and industrialist, who by his 

death in 1906 was one of Victoria’s richest 

men.  Middle class aspirations to prove 

financial and social success were reflected in 

the construction of grandiose buildings,6 such 

as the Town Hall, designed in 1859 by Town 

Clerk George Fletcher and significantly 

restyled over eight years from 1878 by 

architect W.C. Vahland.  Soon, more refined 

expressions of wealth and pride appeared. A 

permanent water supply was secured in 1877, 

and by 1890 public and private trees and 

gardens began to disguise the barren scars 

left by mining7 and complement the city’s 

commanding buildings. Within decades, 

Bendigo was renowned worldwide as a city 

filled with avenues of shade trees, the elm 

prevalent among them.  

As a sapling in the late Victorian era, the tree’s 

presence among an assortment of public 

buildings occupying the Market Square area 

adjoining the Town Hall was perhaps 

inconsequential to most.  Nonetheless, a 

parade of powerful luminaries passed within 

sight of it.  A reflection of the era, most public 

positions of power in the community were 

held by men, and those with influence often 

A grateful shade: Bendigo’s 19th Century citizens sought 
European-style shade, and reminders of home. Image: 
Bendigo Advertiser, 26 January, 1877.  
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utilised the imposing Town Hall for gatherings.  

In 1929, Prime Minister Stanley Bruce, who to 

some was “the personification of British 

capitalism”8 and “more English than the 

English,”9 was heckled by a “noisy and hostile 

element”10 at the Town Hall during a speech 

in which he criticised the Australian Council of 

Trade Unions. In contrast, in 1913, the 

Bendigo branch of the People’s Liberal Party 

eagerly welcomed Prime Minister Joseph 

Cook during a rally.  In early 1917, “world-

prominent statesman,”11 Prime Minister 

William Hughes, soon to be Bendigo’s federal 

representative, was afforded “cheering 

crowds and band music”12 during a visit as he 

was escorted to the Town Hall.  Perhaps most 

significantly, however, was lawyer and 

politician Sir John Quick’s association with the 

civic area. A Bendigo citizen for decades, 

Quick became a delegate to the Australasian 

Federal Convention, and as such helped frame 

the Australian Constitution. Is it possible 

Quick pondered the development of one of 

Australia’s most important documents outside 

the Bendigo Town Hall, within the realms of 

this still-living tree? Almost certainly he did; 

meetings of the Bendigo Federation League, 

established by Quick in 1893 to encourage 

Federation, were sometimes held at the 

venue.  Twenty years later, Quick was also 

honoured at the Town Hall following his 

retirement from politics. 

Despite such high-profile connections, the 

Town Hall and spaces surrounding it have 

fundamentally been an area to unite everyday 

people. During the tree’s lifetime, individuals 

have been drawn to the area for myriad 

events: rallies, protests, council meetings, 

memorial services, prayer vigils, luncheons, 

lectures, exhibitions, concerts, weddings, 

Change: The elm’s roots are anchored deep in traditional Dja Dja Wurrung lands, while its seasonal transformations now take place 

under the Aboriginal flag which flies above the Town Hall. Picture: author’s own. 
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competitions, dances and debutante balls, 

to name just a few. In 1935, a memorial 

tree commemorating the life of former 

Bendigo Hospital Matron Martha A. 

Farquharson was planted during a 

ceremony in gardens added to the east 

side of the Town Hall as part of a civic 

beautification scheme. A tablet was to 

have been affixed to the tree, planted to 

honour Matron Farquharson’s exceptional 

nursing career in Australia and England. 

That tree seems to no longer survive; a 

circa-1930’s aerial photograph in which 

both the east side of the Town Hall and 

today’s grand elm as a younger tree are 

visible, suggests the civic garden’s elm is 

not the Matron’s memorial tree. The 

community has also gathered informally 

around the elm to celebrate events such as 

the city’s Easter Fair, still held annually. 

The procession of the circa-1870 carnival 

traditionally began outside the Town Hall, 

drawing thousands to the area. Tourists 

from across Australia also visited the now 

historic space in 1901 when Bendigo 

celebrated the 50th anniversary of the 

discovery of gold with a Victorian Gold Jubilee 

Exhibition. The event was held in five large 

exhibition buildings erected across Market 

Square from Mundy Street to Williamson 

Street and from Lyttleton Terrace to 

Hargreaves Street. The event showcased the 

region’s mining and manufacturing industries, 

and the arts. Included was the creation of a 

miniature industrial city. “It is curious to come 

across hardy elms that continue to flourish 

fast-rooted in the fruitful soil, in spite of the 

fact that there is a roof of solid corrugated 

iron above them and prison walls of the same 

uncompromising material all around them,’’13 

remarked one reporter, who also noted that 

the city was a “vision of delicious 

greenness.’’14  However, such attention-

grabbing occasions were unusual. 

Predominantly, the civic garden’s elm has 

shared its existence privately with people 

secretly or openly experiencing all the 

emotions of life.  

In the late 1800s, public and private selection 

of tree species also signalled subtle social 

messages about identity, values and ideals. 

Memories of European homelands were 

nurtured in Australia’s parks and gardens “to 

make the unfamiliar familiar.”15 In Bendigo, 

this materialised with mass plantings of 

deciduous Northern Hemisphere trees, such 

as the civic garden’s Dutch elm. For hundreds 

of years, elms had been planted in the public 

and private spaces of Europe. In 1877, five 

years after Bendigo’s street tree planting 

begun in earnest despite an early lack of 

water, a Melbourne visitor, in a letter to The 

Argus newspaper, praised council’s efforts in 

establishing “mile long avenues of forest 

Connected: In colonial days, the elm grew in the shadow of the Town 
Hall; now, in early autumn, the tree’s imposing morning shadow 
climbs possessively across the Town Hall’s façade.  Picture: author’s 
own. 
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trees, elms, oaks, planes and eucalypti.’’16 

Evidently, colonists were willing to 

experiment with indigenous trees. Indeed, 

post Federation their use was championed. In 

1925 a Bendigo street tree curator won 

applause from delegates at a conference 

when he announced council had passed a 

resolution advocating the use of Australian 

natives. However, in 1877 exotic species still 

provided powerful physical reminders of 

home. The establishment of green 

streetscapes, and lush private gardens viewed 

as the domain of women, also indicated 

“gentility, settlement, civilisation and 

permanence.’’17 The Acclimatisation Society of 

Victoria had also been established to 

encourage the use of beneficial exotic species. 

Within weeks, the letter praising council’s 

green thoroughfares provoked an anonymous 

reply from a local citizen. The response 

detailed the struggle presumably influential 

members of the Bendigo community had 

endured to achieve such plantings, and 

lobbied for more trees in the town’s 

streetscapes. The reply also demonstrated the 

considerable forethought about climate and 

species suitability which went into colonial 

plantings.  “We toiled and moiled over this 

tree-planting,’’18 wrote the anonymous scribe. 

“We ransacked Italy and Spain, South 

America, France and Belgium for illustrations 

and tried the most seductive of beguilements 

to decoy municipal councillors into 

acceptance of our suggestions.’’19  Trees have 

always evoked such strong human responses; 

their ability to considerably promote 

emotional and physical health and well-being 

and the distinctive features of individual 

urban trees can induce strong feelings of 

connection.20 The civic garden’s elm today 

stands, perhaps in part, as an enduring living 

symbol of the nostalgic need of the people 

who planted it to be reminded of distant 

homelands.   

A pragmatic reason, however, also existed for 

the colonial selection of impressive, long-lived 

Northern Hemisphere trees; an almost 

desperate need for dense summer shade. 

Bendigo’s 19th Century citizens bemoaned the 

“full glare of the sun,’’21 and the “abominably 

hot weather’’22 left them “gasping”23 on 

“fierce summer days.”24 “I pictured to myself 

Sandhurst as a hot, dusty, arid, and barren 

place; I found it all shade and verdure,’’25 

wrote the same Melbourne correspondent 

who praised the city’s streetscapes in 1877, 

further noting that the town’s avenues of 

trees “cast a grateful shade on hot and glaring 

highways.’’26 “‘Roof in our roads’ is our 

demand,’’27 declared the anonymous Bendigo 

contributor, opining that the cry superseded 

old colonial demands to ‘Unlock the lands’.  

For more than a century, thousands of 

fatigued people have sought and received 

respite from the scorching Australian summer 

sun under the European boughs of the civic 

garden’s elm.  

To attain its remarkable age, the elm has 

survived much through history. In the 

Northern Hemisphere, Dutch elm disease has 

destroyed most significant elm groves. As 

such, Australia now has “some of the finest 

mature elms in the world.’’28  A select team of 

horticulturists continue to maintain and 

protect Bendigo’s urban street trees. Drought, 

floods and sporadic anti-elm campaigns by 

citizens concerned with the species’ 

propensity to sucker have all endangered the 

tree’s existence.  In 1930, the Conference of 

Tree Planters reported that “the Elm was of 

no use as a street tree, and the only 

successful way of overcoming the complaint 

was to dig the tree out altogether.’’29  In 1925, 

wandering goats ringbarked and destroyed 

seven large elms in the city and extreme 

Australian elms endure 
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weather posed a threat in 1943 when a 

‘cyclone’ reportedly struck Bendigo, breaking 

windows and scattering papers across the 

civic centre. The papers were recovered from 

“under street footbridges, in trees, and even 

down a hotel cellar.’’30 It is estimated a 

healthy Australian elm could achieve an age of 

between 100 and 150 years, possibly 200 

years in ideal conditions.31 Fortunately, the 

civic garden’s elm endures. 

The feature elm in Bendigo’s civic gardens 

adjoining the Town Hall represents vast 

changes across three culturally disparate 

centuries. For an estimated 120 years the tree 

has stood in a central urban location as 

community attitudes and the city’s 

streetscapes transformed around it. The elm 

has provided much-needed summer shade for 

generations of Australians with ancestral links 

to lands from all over the globe, and its 

connection with people has been both public 

and private. The tree remains as a fine 

specimen of a mature elm, and has survived 

many threats through history to achieve its 

impressive age and become a living symbol of 

a community transformed over time. Through 

its historic and on-going relationship with the 

municipality’s diverse communities, this 

venerable elm continues to be an integral part 

of everyday inner-city life in Bendigo. 
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